
SUDAMI X-RING RSA Competition 
trigger gen 2 INSTRUCTIONS 

Made and designed by Sudami in RSA 

We believe and tested that our RSA trigger Gen 2 is one of the best triggers for the RSA, Mod 2000 and Musgrave 
Mod 80 or any other action that uses the Thor type trigger. (rev.0) 

RSA Trigger Gen 2.  

Parts: see picture “A” 

1. 1.5mm Allan key. 

2. Trigger shoe. 

3. Trigger Assembly without lock tight to the grub screws. A very light lubrication can be applied to the inner shears of the trigger to help with 
the smoothness of operation. 

 Picture “A” 

The picture “B” below shows where the grub screw sits on the trigger where you can adjust the shear area engagement of the pull of the trigger. 

How to determine your safe trigger pull weight. (Qualified gunsmith) 

1. The best way to set the trigger is when the trigger is fitted to the action. 

2. By turning the grub screw in (clockwise) the trigger will become lighter. The shear area becomes less. 

3. By turning the grub screw out (counter clockwise) the trigger will become heavier. The shear area becomes more. 

4. When fitted to the action, you can cock the bolt and turn the grub screw in clockwise until the bolt releases. Then turn one turn out 
counter clockwise. This will be plus minus 2 ounces. 

5. One to two turns for competition and for hunting three to four turns. Always use Lock tite on the set screws. Be safe always. 

 Picture “B” 

The picture “C” below shows where the grub screw sits on the trigger, where you can adjust the weight of the pull of the trigger heavier or 
lighter. 

1. To adjust the trigger weight heavier, turn the grub screw in clockwise. ( do not over turn the screw) 

2. To adjust the trigger weight lighter, turn the grub screw out counter clockwise. ( do not remove the screw) 

3. By turning this grub screw in or out you can set the screw the way you like it. Always use Lock tite on the set screws.  



 Picture “C” 

The picture “D” below shows where the grub screw sits on the trigger, where you can adjust the pull thru stop of the trigger or back stop. 
 
1. Again this is very easy step, but also a very critical one in the setup. 
2. Once you have set the trigger you can now set the pull thru stop with this grub screw highlighted. 
3. In clockwise for less pull thru and out counterclockwise for more pull thru of the trigger. Always use Lock tite on the set screws. 

 

 Picture “D” 

NOTE: Last but not least, make sure you put lock tite or similar product on the threads of the grub screws to keep your 
trigger settings safe at all times. 

 

Fitting to the action and stock may require some minor gunsmith work to: 

1. Open up the trigger pocket.(square it of). See photo   2.   Cut the trigger pocket in the bottom metal/ trigger guard. 

        

3. Drill the hole bigger on the action where the trigger fit to the action, the actions do have different sizes. Ours is 2.5mm dia. Make sure you 
drill this hole square to the action, otherwise the trigger will sit skew on the action. 

***DO NOT HAND DRILL*** 

 

 

If in doubt contact us on www.sudamix-ring.co.za or 083 455 8533 


